
























































	


What We Do






What We Do

From fleet management and productivity solutions to upfitting, fabrication, and insurance, Holman has the integrated automotive services expertise to keep your business moving. 
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Resources

We have a lot to share. Browse our resources library for current insights, data, strategies, and success stories from our own experts in their respective fields.
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About Us

When Holman was founded in 1924, we set something positive in motion. Our consistent focus on people and our commitment to integrity make us who we are today.
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Join Our Team

We’re not just in the automotive business, we’re in the people business. Join us for the ride.
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Driving What’s Right



Holman is the largest family-owned fleet services company in the world. As a global business with local knowledge, we deliver a fully outsourced, end-to-end finance lease, vehicle management and electric vehicle solution, with customer care, transparency, and cost control at its heart.

















 

Build a Fleet with Value



Since 1924, Holman has been running funding and fleet services solutions and management solutions in the UK alone. Acting as an extension of your business, our ‘always on’ friendly family of experts will help you implement strategic efficiencies and work collaboratively to optimise your fleet, drive maximum value, and support every vehicle as if it was our own.

















 

Positively Moving



Since 1924, our family-run fleet services business has grown from one dealership to more than 6,000 employees worldwide. Fairness, transparency, and doing the right thing continue to guide us in everything we do.
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WHAT WE DO

Integrated Automotive Services Built for You

Holman offers a complete set of automotive services that address your changing needs and help you to prepare for the challenges of tomorrow. Whether you need expertise in vehicle funding, fleet management, vehicle compliance, rental or driver risk management, or want to take a more holistic look at your business; we listen, we learn, and we create solutions for whatever comes your way.
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Build Your Personalised Solution 


No two companies are built the same, and your fleet challenges need a solution tailored to you. Tell us a little about the fleet challenges you’re currently facing, the size of your fleet, and your role in managing it in the form below, and we’ll provide a downloadable solution customized to your needs. It’s a great way to begin exploring how we can put our experience dating back to 1924 to work for you. 






I want...

Select One
Better insight into total cost of ownership of my vehicles
To have more agility in my fleet to be able to meet my customers demands
To have greater visibility of my drivers
Tools to help me assess the impact of our drivers and how I can help them be safer
A single source to control maintenance spend and act as an extension of our fleet team
To reduce my maintenance costs and increase my vehicles availability
To sell the right fleet vehicles at the best time 
To receive 100% of the profit in a resale with no extra administration





Role

Select One
Fleet
Operations
Procurement
Safety & Risk
Human Resources





What I Run

Select One
Cars Only
Vans Only
Mixed Fleet
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Our Services





Holman’s ‘buy, drive, service, sell’ model covers the entire lifecycle of your vehicle. Cost control and vehicle availability are at the heart of our solution:
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Ready to learn more about our fleet services? Book a meeting with one of our experts.

BOOK A MEETING








“Our greatest asset is our people. Their experience and knowledge are what drive our business forward. By utilising their expertise, our customers control costs and importantly, keep their vehicles on the road – delighting their customers.”











Nick Caller

Managing Director, Holman UK













WHITEPAPER

The Impact of Optimising Total Cost of Ownership

In the increasingly competitive environment in which every business operates, there is constant pressure on management to do things faster, better and with greater efficiency. This can lead to situations where escalating and hidden costs – such as unexpected maintenance, repairs, driver incidents and compliance – start to seriously impact the budget, often before you even realise it’s happening. Through real-time data and advanced analytics, you can see what’s happening across your fleet today and what’s likely to happen tomorrow.
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Get the latest automotive industry news and insights delivered to your inbox.





SUBSCRIBE >









Join Us In Driving What’s Right

At Holman, we love what we do, take pride in our work, and never stop looking for opportunities to be better. We’re always seeking exceptional thinkers and doers to join us for the ride.
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Methuen Park

Wiltshire

SN14 0GX

0844 8000 700 (main)
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Stay Informed!

Explore our Holman Resource Center to stay up-to-date on industry news, insights, and developments.

Explore







Join the Holman Team

We're not just in the automotive business, we're in the people business. Join us for the ride.
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It looks like you've navigated to our Holman UK website and are located outside of this region. Would you like to continue or select a different region?


Continue to UK Site
Select a different region 
Holman
Holman Canada - EN
Holman Canada - EN-FR
Holman Mexico
Holman Germany - DE
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